
CIS2343 − Object-Oriented System Development − week13

SignIn

Ensure that you update1 your CIS2343project and thus sign-in to this
week’s practical session.

SignOut

Ensure that you commit2 your CIS2343project and thus sign-out to this
week’s practical session.

Coursework Overview

The directories within the week 13 folder are organised as follows:

• answers this is where all your practical code answers will be placed.

• lib/dp contains some of the various design pattern header files that
the assignment will require you to use.

• src contains the various header files that are needed to define our
problem interface.

In addition, this coursework code contains the following important files:

• Question2.h. This header file defines an abstract template class. Im-
plementations of this class specialize to actual C++ Unit tests that
will be applied to a (undisclosed) set of problem solutions (ie. it im-
plementations of src/Problem.h).

– answers/ExampleTestSuite.h provides you with an example C++
Unit test suite (ie. it implements lib/CppUnit.h).

– SpoofSolution.h provides you with an example problem solution
(ie. it implements src/Problem.h).

• TestRunner.cpp. This C++ file provides you with an example of how
to run your question 2 C++ Unit tests against problem solutions (ie.
of implementations of src/Problem.h).

– answers/ExampleTestSuite.h provides you with an example C++
Unit test suite.

– SpoofSolution.h provides you with an example problem solution
(ie. it implements src/Problem.h).

1To do this, double-click on the SignIn ant target or highlight your project’s root and
select update from the Team pop-up menu.

2To do this, double-click on the zcommit ant target or highlight your project’s root
and select commit from the Team pop-up menu.
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Introduction

A group of student programmers have been asked (as part of a programming
test) to implement a series of methods (in C++) that query and manipulate
tree data structures3.

The methods they have been asked to implement may be found in the
header file src/Problem.h4. The tree data structure itself is defined within
the header file src/TreeNode.h5. An example student solution is provided in
the header file SpoofSolution.h.

A member of staff requires a suite of C++ unit tests that may be used
to determine deficiencies in the student code answers. The main aim of this
assignment is to get you to produce such a suite of tests.

Practical Questions

• Familiarize yourself with the supplied code. Don’t worry about what
design patterns are for the time being (we’ll learn more about these
next week!).

• Start writing some tests to show up faults in the SpoofSolution im-
plementation of the Problem class. For the time being, do not worry
about what bug references are - simply use an empty string in this
field (you’ll learn more about these on the assignment sheet).

3Trees are dynamic data structures that may be used to solve a number of programming
problems.

4Notice how the Problem class uses the Prototype design pattern to delay object cre-
ation until runtime!

5Notice that the TreeNode class uses:

• the Observer design pattern to notify registrants that it has altered!

• the Visitor design pattern to aid maps and evaluations of the tree!
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